
BASH Keyboard Shortcuts
NOTE: The letters in conjunction with the Ctrl or Alt keys are shown in upper case for clarity, they are however 
entered in lower case.

Cursor Movement

Alt+B = (backward) moves the cursor backward one word. 

Alt+F = (forward) moves the cursor forward one word.

Ctrl+A or HOME = Cursor to start of line

Ctrl+E or END = Cursor the end of line

Changing Case

Alt+L = Lowers the case of every character from the cursor's position to the end of the current word. 

Alt+C = Capitalizes the character under the cursor and moves to the end of the word. 

Alt+U = Capitalizes every character from the cursor's position to the end of the current word. 

Controlling Processes and Terminal

Ctrl+L = Clear the terminal

Ctrl+D = Sends EOF which forces logout

Ctrl+C = Stops the command currently running in the foreground

Ctrl+Z = Suspends the current command you resume it with fg in foreground or bg in background

SHIFT+Page Up/Down = Scrolls the terminal up/down

Keyboard Entry

Ctrl+U = Delete left of the cursor (copies it to the clipboard)

Ctrl+K = Delete right of the cursor (copies it to the clipboard)

Ctrl+W = Delete word on the left (copies it to the clipboard)

Ctrl+Y = Paste (after Ctrl U,K or W)

Alt+R = Cancels the changes and puts back the line as it was in the history. 

Alt+Insert the last argument to the previous command. (This one requires you to hit the + key)

Ctrl+P = Cycles forward through your history 

Ctrl+N = Cycles backward through your history

Ctrl+R  = Reverse-search-history, searches starting from the current line up through the history

TAB = auto completion of file or command

!! = repeat last command often used with sudo

The fact that bash uses the “readline” library makes these possible.  Most programs that use the ''readline'' library for
their interactive sessions can also use most of these key-bindings, This includes sqlite, smbclient, python, postgresql,
parted, and more.  When I ran repoquery --whatrequires readline it returned 375 dependants.
  --Alt  key-bindings  contributed  by  Mary,  Ctrl  key-bindings  contributed  by  Mat,  Information  about  readline
contributed lua (Eric C.)


